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USE OF THE WRITING SPACE ON THE FRANKS CASKET:

EDITORIAL AND LINGUISTIC ISSUES

Abstract

The Franks Casket (ca. 700 AD) preserves both continuous and single word inscriptions,

mainly in Old English and carved in runes. The present paper discusses the editorial issue

of where each text begins, which is far from obvious because the main inscriptions entirely

surround three panels in an unbroken line. On the basis of the conclusions reached, new

editions are provided for all inscriptions on the panels under consideration. The back panel

uniquely combines runes, Roman letters, Old English and Latin – the present paper offers

an explanation of the engravers’ choices basing on paleographical considerations.

1. Introduction1

The Franks Casket (FC) is a whalebone box measuring 23 x 19 x 13 cm, dated
to about 700 AD by the majority view.2 Its panels contain images of scenes
from the Judeo-Christian tradition, Germanic mythology and Roman
legend, surrounded by mainly runic (three words are in Roman letters)
inscriptions amounting to about 59 words, predominantly in Early Old
English (five words are in Latin). The inscriptions involve a diversity of
techniques, directions, orientations, functions and even variety of alphabets
and languages. Comprehensive accounts of the history and contents of FC
have been published in Napier (1901), Viëtor (1901), Page (1973: 174–182),
Elliott (1963: 96–109), and Webster (2012).

One of the aims of the present paper is to discuss the issue of where each
text begins and to provide new editions for all inscriptions on the panels
under consideration. Another is to explain the engravers’ choices of the
languages and alphabets used as well as the layout of the inscriptions. Their
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reading is mainly uncontroversial, thanks to their excellent state of
preservation and the fact that they contain no rare or otherwise
problematical characters.3 Hence any clear system of transliteration into
Roman letters could serve equally well. The present study adopts the widely
used system which was devised by Dickins (1932) and improved by Page
([1984] 1995). To simplify matters, each rune receives a single-letter
equivalent, the letters are in lower-case, no bold face or italics are used,
and the whole text is put between a set of single inverted commas. Bind-
runes (i.e. ligatures specific to runic writing) are marked with a superscript
curve connecting the two characters, e.g. ‘f

)

a’. Still, transliteration does not
produce a very legible text, hence it is here used only when both feasible and
necessary. Otherwise the wording of the inscriptions is presented according
to philological conventions, i.e. with normalised word divisions, modern
punctuation and capitalised proper names. All transliterations, editions and
translations of inscriptions on the Franks Casket are mine, unless indicated
otherwise.

2. The right panel

The inscription on the right panel (Fig. 1) begins with her ‘here’, which proves
the texts’ close connection with the images. This link needs such proof
because neither the inscription nor the iconography have yet received
compelling interpretation. Regarding the images one observation may be
added to the previous studies. The most enigmatic element here seems to be
the leftmost figure, a polymorphic creature with hooves, a man’s hips and
thighs, a bird’s torso, and the head of a – presumably – horse, with the muzzle
tied up by a snake. The creature is seated, which together with its leftmost
position on the panel suggests that the first and, possibly, most important
words of the inscription refer to it: Her Hos sitaþ ‘Here Hos (?) sit (pres. ind.
pl.)’. Therefore even insignificant clues might prove helpful, and the
observation alluded to above is that, except for the snake, exactly the three
elements forming the creature, i.e. man, horse, and bird, can be seen
separately in the next scene of the panel.
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(1) Main inscription:
Her Hos sitaþ on harmberga,
ægl drigiþ swa hiri Ertæ gisgræf
sarden sorga ænd sefa torna.4

[‘Here Hos (?) sit on a hill of sorrow, suffers (?) as her/them Ertæ (?)
dug (?) a wretched den of sorrows (?) and griefs of the mind.’]

(2) Minor inscriptions:
risci [‘rush (?)’]
bita [‘bitter (?), biter (?)’]
wudu [‘wood’]

Although the meaning of the right panel has hitherto evaded scholars,
the fact that the inscription on the right panel begins in the top left-hand
corner is uncontroversially proven by its wording. Her ‘here’ opens the top
line, a helpful way to begin a description of a picture, while the runes on the
left-hand side read ‘n d s ec f

)

a t oc r n ac’, an impossible beginning.

3. The left panel

The left panel (Fig. 2) depicts the mythological scene of Romulus and Remus
being suckled by a female wolf and found by shepherds. Here the iconography
agrees with the surrounding inscription, which adds the information that the
scene takes place in Rome, far from the twins’ native land.

Figure 1. Cast of the right panel of the Franks Casket, British Museum.
# user:unforth / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-2.0
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(3) Inscription:
Romwalus and Reumwalus, twœgen gibroþær. Afœddæ hiæ wylif in
Romæcæstri; oþlæ unneg.
[‘Romulus and Remus, two brothers. A female wolf fed them in the City
of Rome; far from (their) native land.’]

Even though the content of both the inscription and the images is quite
obvious, the precise point at which the inscription begins still leaves some
doubt. The panel’s right-hand side reads oþlæ unneg ‘far from [their] native
land’, an adverbial of place which could either begin or end such a text (cf.
examples and commentary in Mitchell 1985: §§1121–1125, 1593, 3903, 3942).
Indeed, this could be the beginning of the inscription, especially if one takes
into consideration the three dots at the end of the bottom line, which form
the only punctuation on this panel, likely to mark the text’s end.

However, it seems more reasonable to begin such a description with the
names of the most important figures, Romwalus and Reumwalus, the first
words of the top line. Hence, the main text on the left panel begins in the top
left-hand corner, in agreement with modern expectations. The text proceeds
from left to right, then continues down the right-hand side. Yet, against
modern expectations, the line of text is unbroken, with the bottom line filled
with runes engraved upside-down and from right to left. The unbroken line
continues up the left-hand side. This view of the sequence of words in the
inscription is reflected in the edition offered above.

Figure 2. The left panel of the Franks Casket, British Museum.
# John W. Schulze / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0
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4. The front panel

The front panel (Fig. 3) is the most conspicuous one, which designates it as,
in a sense, the Casket’s first panel, its ‘‘beginning”. The interior part of the
panel is clearly divided into two halves by a decorative line in the same
pattern as the outer frames. The left half shows two or three scenes from the
story of Weland’s revenge, whilst the right half – the Adoration of the Magi.
The whole is framed by the famous verse riddle about a stranded whale
together with its (presumable) solution hronæs ban ‘a whale’s bone(s)’ – the
material from which the Casket is made.

(4) Main inscription:
Fisc flodu ahof on fergenberig.
Warþ gasric grorn þær he on greut giswom.
Hronæs ban.
[‘The water lifted up the fish on a hill. The king of terror (?) became sad
where he swam out on sand. A whale’s bone(s).’]

(5) Minor inscription:
mægi [‘Magi’]

The front panel is the only one to bring together Germanic legend and
Biblical story. It is also the only one in which the inscription does not appear
to relate to the iconographic representation in any way.5 Furthermore, no
other panel refers to the material from which the Casket is made, thus
referring to the whole box. The reference brings to mind the medieval

Figure 3. The front panel of the Franks Casket, British Museum.
# John W. Schulze / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0
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practice of beginning the body of a text with a description of what it contains,
for which information the modern reader expects rather titles and
summaries. This additionally supports the procedure of viewing the front
panel as the ‘‘first” one.

Explanation of the intended textual layout of the inscription on the front
panel involves problems similar to those of the left panel, discussed above.
No grammatical or metrical link exists between the words inscribed on the
panel’s left-hand side, hronæs ban ‘a whale’s bone(s)’, and either the
‘‘following” words in the top line or the ‘‘preceding” ones in the bottom line.
These have sometimes been interpreted as the answer to the riddle written on
this panel, but the riddle speaks about a stranded whale, not about its
bone(s). Nevertheless, none of the above considerations could offer a
satisfactory solution to the problem of establishing where the inscription
begins.

The answer to this question may be provided by paleography. The runes
of the left half of the top row have a stately appearance, as do those
beginning the right half of the same top row. They have been executed with
comparatively thick lines and without any attempts at saving space. However,
all the following runes look crowded in comparison, their lines get thinner
and their breadth becomes reduced. The characters forming the above
mentioned hronæs ban ‘a whale’s bone(s)’ also have this very crowded
appearance, to be seen especially in the choice of the mirror-image shape of
the ‘s’ (Fig. 4). Thanks to this the lower side of the rune could be fit under
the two side strokes of the preceding ‘æ’ . Yet one rune on this side has not
been compressed: the final ‘n’ is formed with comparatively thick lines and is
placed so that it takes much space – all that remained to be filled, apparently.

It seems illogical to begin an inscription with the most intense space-

saving approach (as in hronæs ‘whale’s’) causing a slight deformation of the

characters, and only after filling the first part decide to continue in ampler

Figure 4. Detail from the front panel of the Franks Casket, rotated by 90o. The
runes read: ‘h r o n æ s b a n’, with the ‘æ’ rune lacking the lower part of its

stave. # John W. Schulze / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0
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characters (as in fisc), just to revert back to saving space shortly afterwards.
Therefore the inscription most probably starts with the ample runes in the
top left-hand corner, with the words fisc flodu ahof ‘the sea lifted up a fish’
(or ‘a fish lifted up the sea-water’), and continues with characters executed
more and more economically. These follow down the right-hand side and
from right to left in an unbroken line as on the panels discussed above. The
difference, however, consists in the runes’ orientation, as on the front panel
they are not upside-down but executed in mirror-image.

5. The back panel

The back panel (Fig. 5) in turn connects Roman and Judeo-Christian history
by showing the capture of Jerusalem conducted by Titus in 70 AD. The
iconography of this panel is the most complex in the whole Casket: the space
is divided into five separate fields, four of them crowded by human figures.
The link between the scenes depicted and the surrounding text is here the
strongest both visually and conceptually. The roof of the Temple splits the
writing space at the top, while the size of the whole image leaves the
remaining two strips at the top very narrow. There was no more writing space
left for comments on the two fields at the bottom, so these could receive only
single-word descriptions. The general purport of these seems uncontrover-
sial, for the field described as dom ‘judgement’ shows a figure seated on a
throne in the middle, probably the judge, while in the picture labelled gisl
‘hostage’ the figure in the middle is gagged.

Figure 5. The back panel of the Franks Casket, British Museum.
# John W. Schulze / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0
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(6) Main inscription:
(runes, Old English) Her fegtaþ Titus end Giuþeasu. [‘Here fighting are
Titus and the Jews.’]
(Roman letters, Latin) Hic fugiant Hierusalim
(runes, Latin) afitatores. [‘Here fleeing are Jerusalem’s inhabitants.’]

(7) Minor inscriptions:
dom [‘judgement’]
gisl [‘hostage’]

The back panel is the only one to combine runes and Roman letters, as
well as Old English and Latin. The inscription uncontroversially begins in the
bottom left-hand corner in Old English and runes, continuing until the
middle of the top line in the same language and alphabet: Her fegtaþ Titus end
Giuþeasu ‘Here fighting are Titus and the Jews’. Unexpectedly, the second
sentence begins in Latin and Roman letters, yet ends in runes (without
abandoning the Latin language, however): (Latin, Roman letters) Hic fugiant
Hierusalim (Latin, runes) afitatores ‘Here fleeing are Jerusalem’s inhabitants’.

Various explanations have been offered as to why the back panels’
engravers changed twice both the language and the alphabet of the
inscription. Thus, Becker (2001) provides a rather fanciful numerological
theory, which scrupulously adds up the number of the runes used and their
presumable numerical values. A different theory was proposed by the
prominent runic scholar and Old Germanic philologist, Ray I. Page (1973:
179), and appears to be the most widely held one today. Page suggested that
the engraver was copying from a manuscript exemplar, translating from the
Latin of the exemplar and at the same time transliterating from the Roman
script directly onto FC. The engraver supposedly forgot to either translate or
transliterate in the middle of the inscription on the back panel, and
remembered only when he reached the final word of the second sentence,
afitatores ‘inhabitants’. Since finishing in Old English a sentence begun in
Latin would have been unacceptable, the engraver continued in the Latin
language, but returned to runes. However, it seems impossible that creators
of such a complicated work as FC could be guilty of such carelessness.

Yet again the solution offered in the present paper resorts to
paleography. As stated above, in the bottom line of the back panel there
was no room left to continue the main inscription. Additionally, part of the
inscription had to be compressed, as did part of the main inscription on the
front panel. The narrowness of the two parts of the top line forced the
engravers to deform the runes: the material would probably not allow thinner
lines, so the only option left was to make the vertical staves shorter – or, as
was done with the second of the two strips, to use the Latin alphabet, which
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could fit such space without deformation. This explanation seems preferable
to the fanciful numerological theory of Becker (2001) or the helpless appeal
to the engraver’s presumable sloppiness of Page (1973: 179). Probably the
shape of the remaining space on the right-hand side made the engraver
return to runes, whose normal dimensions fit it neatly and economically. Yet
because not only the Latin alphabet was used at the beginning of the second
sentence, but also the Latin language, the final word afitatores (for habitatores
‘inhabitants’) ended up in Latin but written in runes.

It is intriguing why the three words hic fugiant Hierusalim ‘here flee
Jerusalem’s’ could not have been executed in English. Was it because the
authors of FC were unused to writing their native language with Latin
characters? Indeed, two clues may be found pointing in this direction. First,
the Latin letters used in the inscription (Fig. 6) appear to have been produced
inexpertly, as they consist of a random mix of capitals (c, g, t, e), uncials (h,
u), Insular half-uncials (a, f, n, m), and Insular minuscule (s). Hence they give
a confused impression, additionally heightened by the wrong inflection in
fugiant, which ought to be fugiunt (3rd. p. pl. pres. ind.), because the present
subjunctive suggested by the -ant ending could not have been intended in the
description of an image showing historical events. The second clue consists
in the spelling of the runic afitatores representing the Latin word habitatores
‘inhabitants’. The choice of ‘‘phonetic transcription” instead of translitera-
tion indicates the lack of any direct links between runes and Latin letters in
the consciousness of FC’s authors.

6. Conclusions

The present paper has discussed a few issues pertaining to the layout and
paleography of the inscriptions on the Franks Casket, offering solutions to
problems which have not received satisfactory answers hitherto. On three panels
(front, left, right) the inscription encircles the central field in an unbroken line,
hence the question of where the texts begin is not trivial. In all cases answers
have been offered on the basis of either paleography, language or logic.

Another issue to which the present paper has offered a solution consists
in the inter-alphabetic and inter-linguistic versatility of the back panel. Again

Figure 6. Detail from the back panel of the Franks Casket.
The inscription reads: hic fugiant hierusalim.

# John W. Schulze / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-2.0
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the major argument has been provided by paleography in that the natural
shape of runes is significantly more elongated than that of Roman letters.
The creators of the Casket showed awareness of the esthetical characteristics
of runes versus Roman letters, and consciously switched from the one to the
other to avoid deformation of characters, whenever the shape of the available
writing space would have otherwise enforced it. Once they had decided to
switch to Roman letters, the Latin language was possibly their only choice –
the present paper has presented some evidence against the practice of writing
Old English in Roman letters in the milieu in which FC was created.

NOTES

1 I would like to thank the two anonymous reviewers for their help in improving both the
content of my paper and its exposition.

2 A persuasive dissenting opinion has been expressed by Vandersall (1972), who argues for
10th/11th century basing solely on art-historical considerations. However, no linguistic form
preserved on FC suggests a date later than the 8th century. Such linguistic uniformity seems
unattainable otherwise than through current usage. In contrast, stylistic parallels referred to by
Vandersall appear far less definite. Therefore the traditional dating is here preferred.

3 Two exceptions must be mentioned. First, the right panel still defies scholarly attempts at
interpretation; its readings are not discussed in detail here. And second, the lid is in an
incomplete state of preservation: originally it might have contained as long an inscription as do all
the other panels; now it only preserves the word ægili – presumably the oldest attested form of the
name Egill, Weland’s brother. Therefore the lid has been excluded from the present discussion.

4 Since the present paper does not aim at providing a conclusive interpretation of the highly
enigmatic right panel, the edition offered here follows to a large extent the most commonly
accepted one from Dobbie (1942). However, my edition provides a different interpretation of the
cryptic runes, marked by superscript ‘c’ in transliterations throughout the paper. The
interpretation of the cryptic runes assumed here follows Ball (1966) rather than earlier solutions,
which reverse the meaning of ‘ac’ and ‘æc’, because of the superior readings thus obtained, e.g.
sitaþ ‘sit (3rd p. pl. pres. ind.)’ instead of *sitæþ and sar ‘pain, suffering’ instead of *sær.

5 Numerous, highly questionable attempts at finding such a relationship have been made,
cf. the better known ones by Osborn (1974), or Becker (2003: 9–14).
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